Algeria Centre of ITI

Open call for the 2nd Edition of the Sahara International Theater Nights 2024
21 to 26 December 2024, Adrar, Algeria
Application Deadline: 15 June 2024

The Algeria Centre of ITI is delighted to announce that the call for participation in the 2nd Edition of the Sahara International Theatre Nights 2024 is now open. With the support of the Algerian Ministry of Culture and the Arts and the Wali of Adrar, the Knights of the Stage Association for the Performing Arts in Adrar is organizing the second edition of the Sahara International Theatre Nights from 21 – 26 December 2024, in Adrar, Algeria.

Participation is open for international and national Teams or Companies until 15 June 2024
We will announce the participating teams on 15 September 2024

Participation Terms:

1) The festival is organized with the support of the Algerian Ministry of Culture and the local authorities in Adrar, and under the supervision of the Director of Culture in Adrar, and the Knights of stage Association for Performing Arts;
2) The play should carry the idea of renewal in the form, presentation and techniques used. No more than two years have passed since its production;
3) The show (the play) must not be more than 90 minutes and not less than 40 minutes;
4) Preference is given to shows (plays) that enclose the Sahara space for theatrical performance;
5) The number of each delegation does not exceed “10 people”. Anything more than that is the “responsibility” of the team alone. Not the festival;
6) The festival is responsible for providing accommodation, feeding and internal mobility
7) Send your participation requests to this email: saharainternationaltheaternights@yahoo.com Fill out the participation form.
   (Available in Arabic and English)
8) Pictures of the nominated show + link to the presentation on YouTube or DVD
9) Advertising posters
10) Summary of the play + biography of the director and author
11) Biography of the team, band, company or association "brief"
12) Information about the show and its technical requirements + the appropriate used Sahara space
13) link of Application form:
   https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSftw3-8TZlzs96QXaWLnRRx69rO8EkOUMOITAjFg1cYovqPQ/viewform?usp=pp_url

Facebook: Sahara International Theater Nights | Adrar